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Abstract Deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the thalamic ventral
intermediate (Vim) or the subthalamic nucleus (STN) reportedly
improvesmedication-refractory Parkinson’s disease (PD) tremor.
However, little is known about the potential synergic effects of
combined Vim and STN DBS. We describe a 79-year-old man
with medication-refractory tremor-dominant PD. Bilateral Vim
DBS electrode implantation produced insufficient improvement.
Therefore, the patient underwent additional unilateral left-sided
STNDBS.Whereas Vim or STN stimulation alone led to partial
improvement, persisting tremor resolution occurred after simul-
taneous stimulation. The combination of both targets may have a
synergic effect and is an alternative option in suitable cases.
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Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an efficient therapeutic op-
tion for Parkinson’s disease (PD) tremor refractory to medical

treatment. Both the thalamic ventral intermediate (Vim) and
the subthalamic nucleus (STN) are reliable targets for allevia-
tion of parkinsonian tremor [10, 14]. However, VimDBSmay
be associated with loss of efficacy over time [3, 6, 10].
Moreover, poor outcomes were correlated with lead misloca-
tion [1, 5, 8] and reoperation may be indicated. Little is known
about the optimal target or the efficiency of dual stimulation.
We report the case of a PD patient with a persistent disabling
tremor after Vim DBS and discuss the possible mechanisms
underlying the observed synergic effect of combined thalamic
and subthalamic stimulation.

Case report

A 79-year-old right-handed man with an 11-years history of
tremor-dominant PD received bilateral Vim electrode (model
3387; Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) implantation for
DBS 2 years before presenting to the authors’ institution.
Postoperatively, he exhibited a persisting right-sided tremor,
which worsened with time. Stimulation with higher ampli-
tudes led to intractable side effects, including dysarthria and
gait disturbance. Clinical examination showed bradykinesia,
rigidity, cognitive impairment and a significant bilateral rest-
ing tremor, partially improved on both sides under bilateral
Vim stimulation, although still disabling on the right side. His
scores according to the Movement Disorder Society Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) were: part I
(non-motor experiences of daily living), 1/42; difficulties in
activities of daily living bymodifiedMDS-UPDRS part II, 21/
42; part III (motor examination), 45/142 (20 points for trem-
or); part IV (motor complications), 0.

Essential Tremor Rating Assessment Scale (TETRAS)
tremor score (part 1) was 35/72 for tremor and 36/64 for func-
tional score (part 2).
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External postoperative 1.5-T magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) revealed suboptimal implantation of the left-sided lead
(Fig. 1) and calculation of the coordinates of the stimulating
electrodes related to the mid-commissural point (MCP) dem-
onstrated medial and posterior displacement compared with
conventional atlas-based coordinates [3, 5, 6, 9].

Owing to the insufficient stimulation effect and because the
residual symptoms increasingly interfered with his daily life
and did not respond well to medication, the patient underwent
additional unilateral DBS.

Because of the partial effect of stimulation with the previ-
ously implanted left Vim electrode and the potential for bleed-
ing if removed, we left the implanted electrode in place.
Moreover, due to possible gliosis around this electrode, which
could prevent an optimal DBS effect through a newly im-
planted lead in its vicinity, and the presence of slight bradyki-
nesia and rigidity, a subsequent implantation in the left STN
was preferred.

On the day of surgery, contrast-enhanced computed tomog-
raphy (CT; Somatom Definition Edge; Siemens Healthcare,
Forchheim, Germany) was performed under stereotactic con-
ditions (field of view, 290 mm; slice increment, 0.7 mm; sec-
tion thickness, 1 mm; matrix size, 512 × 512; no gap and no
gantry tilt) with the patient’s head fitted with a Leksell stereo-
tactic frame (model G; Elekta Instruments, Stockholm,
Sweden). Images were fused to the MRI with stereotactic
planning of the STN using iPLAN stereotaxy software
(Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany) through a new trajectory.
Furthermore, we verified the exact superposition of the previ-
ously implanted electrodes on CT and MRI during the image
co-registration process. Two microelectrode trajectories (cen-
tral, 2 mm medial) were chosen for recording (D.ZAP array
insertion electrodes; FHC, Bowdoin, ME, USA) followed by
clinical testing by STN stimulation with or without simulta-
neous Vim stimulation.

Both electrophysiological trajectories showed features of
STN firing patterns. The medial trajectory showed a good
stimulation effect and a complete disappearance of tremor
with simultaneous Vim stimulation. No stimulation-induced
side effects were observed. Finally, the definitive quadripolar
DBS electrode (model 3389; Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN,
USA) was implanted under C-arm fluoroscopy.

Direct postoperative stereotactic CTwas performed and co-
registered with the preoperative imaging to confirm lead loca-
tions. In addition to the initially implanted infraclavicular right-
sided single-channel device (Activa SC; Medtronic,
Minneapolis, MN, USA), a dual-channel primary cell
neurostimulator (Activa PC; Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN,
USA) was placed in the left infraclavicular region and connect-
ed to both the Vim and STN lead under general anaesthesia.

Monopolar stimulation was performed on the two ventral
contacts of the left Vim lead (C0, C1; amplitude, 2.6 V; pulse
width, 90 μs; frequency, 200 Hz), while bipolar stimulation was
applied on the two middle contacts (C1, C2; amplitude, 1.6 V;
pulsewidth, 60μs; frequency, 200Hz) of the left STN electrode.

Position calculation of the stimulating electrodes in the
anterior commissure–posterior commissure (AC–PC) refer-
ence standard, as well as volume estimation of tissue activated
(VTA) were performed with iPLAN stereotaxy and Optivise
software (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) (Fig. 2). AC–
PC coordinates of the two stimulating contacts of the previ-
ously implanted left Vim lead were (mm): C0: anteroposterior
(AP) = −6.35, lateral (LAT) = 12.72, vertical (VERT) = −0.63;
C1: AP = −4.67, LAT = 13.74, VERT = 2.05, and for the new-
ly implanted STN lead (mm): C1: AP = −2.36, LAT = 13.95,
VERT = −3.74; C2: AP = −1.47, LAT = 14.76, VERT = −2.39
related to the MCP, respectively.

Whereas the patient was assessed with and without Vim
stimulation or levodopa before surgery, he was assessed with
combined Vim and STM stimulation on usual 400 mg daily
levodopa medication postoperatively. The severity of final
preoperative and early postoperative right-sided tremor is
shown in Table 1. After 2 months of bilateral Vim stimulation,
scores for MDS-UPDRS parts I-IV were: 2/42, 22/42, 31/142
(11 points for tremor), 0, respectively. The corresponding pa-
rameters of stimulation were: Vim1 C+, 0-; 1.5 V, 60 μs,
120 Hz; Vim2 C+, 1-; 3.5 V, 90 μs, 120 Hz (right) and
Vim1 C+; 3.5 V, 90 μs, 120 Hz; Vim2 C+, 0-; 1.5 V, 60 μs,
120 Hz (left). The TETRAS tremor scale was 15/72 for tremor
and 21/64 for functional score. Off stimulation induced un-
bearable generalised tremor (rebound effect) with 5 cm ampli-
tude tremor of all four extremities and chin. After 3 months of
bilateral Vim and left STN DBS, scores for MDS-UPDRS
scale were: part I, 2/42; part II, 17/42; part III, 28/142 (8 points
for tremor); and part IV, 0. TETRAS score was 9/72 for tremor
and 15/64 for function. The parameters of stimulation were:
Vim1 C+, 0-; 1.4 V, 60 μs, 120 Hz; Vim2 C+, 1-; 3.1 V, 90 μs,
120 Hz (right) and Vim C+, 9-, 8-; 2.6 V, 90 μs, 200 Hz; STN

Fig. 1 Axial T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging after the first
operation revealing bilateral Vim electrodes with medial and posterior
lead dislocation on the left side
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C+, 1-, 2-; 1.6 V, 60 μs, 200 Hz (left). Off stimulation was not
tolerated because of a rebound effect with more than 5 cm
generalised tremor. Isolated DBS of the left-sided STN of
different and varying stimulation parameters not only led to
an intractable rebound effect but was also unable to sufficient-
ly suppress the symptoms and was therefore rapidly
discontinued.

The therapeutic benefits remained unchanged after surgery
at 48months’ follow-up

Discussion

Vim, STN and globus pallidus internus (GPi) are reportedly
effective DBS targets for parkinsonian tremor control [6, 10,

14, 17, 18]. Few studies have directly compared the efficacies
of DBS of the Vim, STN and GPi. However, previous data
suggest that STN stimulation should be preferred over Vim or
GPi DBS [6, 10, 14, 18].

Although single-electrode implantation usually provides
satisfactory results, patients may sometimes require additional
surgery. Apart from hardware-related complications, DBS
failure could result from initial microlesional effects
preventing reliable intraoperative clinical testing [8], lead mis-
placements [1, 5, 8], or efficacy loss through habituation or
underlying disease progression [3, 6, 10]. In our patient, al-
though a partial effect of Vim DBS persisted, the left Vim
electrode had been suboptimally placed resulting in an incom-
plete Vim stimulation effect, and reimplantation appeared to
lead to further improvement of clinical outcome.

Table 1 Tremor assessment for the right side using the MDS-UPDRS items 3.15–3.18 (maximum 20 points)

Condition Postural tremor
of RUL (MDS-
UPDRS item
3.15)

Kinetic tremor
of RUL (MDS-
UPDRS item
3.16)

Rest tremor of
RUL (MDS-
UPDRS item
3.17)

Rest tremor of
RLL (MDS-
UPDRS item
3.17)

Persistence of rest
tremor (MDS-
UPDRS item
3.18)

Sum of ratings for
right-sided tremor

VIM-DBS on, before
STN-DBS implantation,
off levodopa

2 1 4 1 4 12

VIM-DBS off, before
STN-DBS implantation,
off levodopa

4 3 4 1 4 16

VIM-DBS on, before
STN-DBS implantation,
after 400 mg levodopaa

0 0 3 1 4 8

VIM-DBS off, before
STN-DBS implantation,
after 400 mg levodopaa

3 2 4 1 4 14

VIM-DBS on, STN-DBS
on, on usual daily
levodopa treatment
(4 × 100 mg/day)

1 0 2 0 1 4

RUL right upper limb, RLL right lower limb
a Levodopa challenge test

Fig. 2 Fused preimplanted preoperative coronal T2-weighted MRI with
postoperative stereotactic CT showing the left-sided location of: a con-
tacts (red) and simulation of VTA (grey) of the initially implanted Vim
electrode and b the newly inserted lead in the STN. c Concomitant
localisation, contacts and simulation of VTA of both the Vim and STN
electrodes. The thalamus is shown in magenta, the Vim in blue and the
anterior commissure–posterior commissure line in yellow. Lead 1 (not

shown) represents the previously implanted right-sided Vim electrode,
lead 2 the initially inserted Vim electrode and lead 3 the secondary
implanted electrode in the STN (both electrodes are shown in red).
Figures were created using Optivise computer software (Medtronic,
Minneapolis, MN, USA). VTA volume of tissue activated, Vim thalamic
ventral intermediate nucleus, STN subthalamic nucleus
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Whether electrode replacement in the previous target or
switching to an alternative target is more beneficial is unclear
[1, 3, 5]. Beneficial results of STN [1] and of Vim reimplan-
tation were reported in seven patients with PD and essential
tremor (ET), respectively [5], whereas tremor improvement
with caudal zona incerta (cZI) DBS in five ET patients initially
implanted in the Vim was documented [3]. Fraix and co-
workers [6] described 15 PD patients with previous Vim stim-
ulation whose motor state worsened; in these patients, single
STN DBS lastingly reduced tremor, especially in those with
levodopa-induced motor complications or tremor recurrence.
Both isolated resting tremor in PD and, even more likely,
mixed components such as intention and postural tremor in
ET [5], or all of these tremor types occurring in cases of
Holmes tremor [20], can involve different nuclei and path-
ways and may require combined Vim and STN stimulation
for sufficient symptom control.

Therefore, after worsening of bradykinesia and rigidity
in our patient following the first operation, we proposed
to target the STN.

Potential additive effects of multitarget DBS electrodes
have already been suggested [12–16, 18–22]. Previous suc-
cessfully combined PD targets include GPi and STN [15, 18,
22], pendunculopontine nucleus (PPN) [22] or intra-laminar
complex thalamic nuclei comprising the centromedian and
parafascicular nucleus (CM/Pf) [16, 22], as well as STN with
CM/Pf [17, 22], PPN [11, 19, 21, 22] and cZI [13] or PPN in
combination with the cZI [12, 13]. In the present case, al-
though ultimately the exact complementary effect of dual
stimulation is not completely clear, a synergic effect obtained
through simultaneous Vim and STN stimulation would be in
line with these previous observations. However, as the Vim
electrode was recognised to be suboptimally located in the
target, it is unlikely that the VTA reached the optimal Vim
target via the thalamic electrode.

The vicinity of the two leads, the position of the stimulating
contacts slightly inferior to the thalamus and in the superior
aspect of the STN, as well as the supposition that the VTAs
overlapped in the cZI, raise questions about the stimulation of
this area as the underlying mechanism for successful tremor
control when both electrodes are activated. The cZI was re-
ported to be an effective target for parkinsonian tremor [2, 3].
Furthermore, stimulation of the subthalamic area involving
the cZI might be more effective than Vim stimulation in pa-
tients with severe intentional tremor or ET [4, 5]. Effective
active cathode locations reported include (mm): 12.6 ± 1.4
LAT, 7.0 ± 1.2 AP, 2.0 ± 1.8 VERT [2] and 12.7 ± 1.4 LAT,
7.0 ± 1.6 AP, 1.5 ± 2.0 VERT in relation to the MCP [9]. In
the present case, the location of overlapping VTA between
Vim and STN stimulation is in accordance with these previ-
ously reported coordinates (Fig. 1) and supports the hypothe-
sis of an additional benefit of dual stimulation through cZI
stimulation. As suggested by both anatomical investigations

[7] and diffusion tensor imaging studies [4], the dentato-rubro-
thalamic tract seems to be most closely associated with DBS-
induced improvement of tremor.

Conclusions

Combined Vim and STN DBS showed a synergic effect in the
treatment of parkinsonian tremor. Although an additive effect
of the stimulation of two different targets might be the mech-
anism underlying tremor suppression, we postulate that the
combined stimulation of the posterior subthalamic area
(PSA) including the cZI affected by both electrodes, could
better explain this phenomenon. Inclusion of the cZI is expect-
ed based on the location of the stimulating contacts as well as
their respective VTA.

Compliance with ethical standards

Informed consent The patient has consented to submission of this case
report to the journal.
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Comments

The authors present the case of a patient with tremor-dominant
Parkinson’s disease (PD) who did not improve sufficiently from bilateral
DBS targeted to the Vim subnucleus of the thalamus. MR revealed a
possibly misplaced left lead. In consideration of the presence of a partial
treatment effect a decision was taken not to relocate this lead but instead
supplement it with another electrode lead in the STN. Improvement of
stimulation equipment has made it possible to retain a lead with partial
effect and supplement it with another lead without having to implant yet
another pulse generator. Follow-up examinations demonstrated a syner-
gistic effect of these two leads.

This presentation strengthens the argument to retain a partially
effective electrode and supplement it with another lead in some other
possibly effective target, rather than relocating a single misplaced lead.
Furthermore, this article adds to the body of evidence concerning
simultaneous stimulation in several target areas, a strategy that
subsequent research efforts in the future may prove to be of value, not
only as a salvage effort for insufficient initial results but also in select
cases as a first-line treatment possibility.
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